Exquisite Arabian Specialities

Gastronomic New Mini Tri-Gift Box Range
Retailers looking for exciting new
impulse gift purchases to make an
interesting change from traditional
wines and chocolates should look no
further than the latest new launch from
Terra Rossa – a mini gift box containing
three of its finest Great Taste AwardWinning Olive Oils: Sinolea, Lemon and
Chilli infused olive oils.
The mini tri-gift box is the younger
sibling of the hugely popular and bestselling Terra Rossa six-pack of plain and
infused olive oils, introducing some of
the finest flavours of Jordanian olive oils,
yet attractively priced to appeal to giftseekers on a smaller budget.
When it comes to quality, the finest olive oils in the world come from trees planted in the Terra
Rossa (Red Soil) region of the Middle East. This is home to some of the oldest olive trees on the
planet dating back to the time of Jesus Christ and the fabulous olive oil produced by them can now
be experienced here in the UK.
Each beautifully presented pack contains a 50ml bottle of top of the range unfiltered and cold-drip
extracted Sinolea extra virgin olive oil and a 50ml bottle each of the delicious lemon and chilli
infused oil guaranteed to provide an explosion of flavour as soon as they hit the taste buds.
The mini tri-gift box will also appeal to those who have never experienced the amazing quality,
flavours and versatility of Terra Rossa’s olive oils. For example, the Sinolea is perfect for dipping
and drizzling over salads and Halloumi cheese, the Lemon infused oil makes a gorgeous marinade
for fish, chicken or lamb while a splash of chilli oil gives the plainest pizza a lovely fiery kick.
The mini tri-gift box will be launched at the Speciality & Fine Food Show in Harrogate this
September and retails at £9.95.
For more information visit: www.terra-rossa.com or email: info@terra-rossa.com
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